Here are just a few of the things we will be up to in the summer term in Robins
Personal, Social, Emotional Development
Working together

Working together like a team to transform the classroom into another world and:
-caring for the environment
-learning respect for our seas, water ways
-caring for creatures that live in water -working together as a group to solve “crises”
-learning about people who live far away on other islands
-learning the art of cooperation and negotiation
Mathematics
Playing with mathematics

Choosing to practise ideas independently
-using, saying, ordering, writing numbers to 100
-counting to 100 and beyond
-ordering numbers to 20 and beyond
-addition and subtraction by counting on and back
-symmetrical patterns
-counting in 10s, 2s and 5s
-telling time to o’clock and half past times
-using money, beginning to give change
-halving, sharing, doubling
-measuring really big things and reasoning about these

Language development

Reading independently and... solving problems
-role playing in our coral beach, pirates’ ship, turtle conservation area
-using language for communication, problem solving
-blending to read words
-spelling words for stories, signs and labels:
-spelling some tricky words
-handwriting activities
-beginning to write stories remembering finger spaces, full stops and capitals
-revision and consolidation of all sounds and letter names in Phase 3 and beginning Phase 4
Knowledge and understanding of the world

Learning about bird life…

Building fires and...

-the sea and other water ways including our river
-emailing “buddies” in Bermuda to find out about coral reefs and the sea near them
-magnetism
-marine dinosaurs
-a river cruise on The Ladybird (details to follow)
-numerous trips to our river and meadows, surrounding village, church
-charting the development of caterpillars and tadpoles
Physical
Using tools
-tennis skills and other ball skills
-athletic skills
-P.E. will mostly be outdoors
-using tools to make boats...
PLEASE REMEMBER TO DRESS FOR THE WEATHER!
ON SUNNY DAYS SUN HATS, SUN CREAM AND WATER ARE A MUST. PLEASE REMEMBER TO SEND
YOUR CHILD IN WITH SUN CREAM ALREADY APPLIED.

